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INTRODUCTION
The cyberpunk genre is overflowing with opportunities for adventure

and intrigue. Shady megacorporations with their Yakuza patrons pull the
strings of treacherous street ops. Vicious gangs prowl the back alleys,
waiting for a careless step or a knock on the wrong door. Cocky console
cowboys cruise the net, ripping off corps or shaving the ice off military
systems for fun and prestige. From netrunner to razorgirl to samurai, any-
one can find excitement and danger in this world.

GURPS Cyberpunk Adventures presents three detailed scenarios for
roleplaying in the dystopian future. Each adventure includes maps, NPCs
and suggestions for adapting the scenario to the GM's campaign.

In The Medusa Sanction, a canister containing a deadly nanomech
virus has been stolen from a Yakuza courier. She calls in the PCs to help her
get it back. What they don't know is that a deranged, rogue android has
purchased the canister and plans to release the virus over Houston, Texas.
Can they find her and stop her from carrying out her plan?

Jericho Blackout takes the agents to Jericho City, a crater town in the
badlands of central Montana, where a class struggle has escalated to near-
war. Using a team of bionically-linked mercenaries, the ConFed isolation-
ists are trying to cause the middle-class Scrambletown to self-destruct. The
PCs are called in to stop the mercs before they take out the power station,
sending the city into total chaos.

Finally, Jigsaw Incomplete is a mind-bending scenario that keeps the
party guessing until the very end. After a PCs loses his memory (and keeps
having it jogged by rifle-wielding assassins), the party must stay one step
ahead of unknown enemies until they can locate the clues to the missing
memories . . . and use what they find to bargain for their lives.

About GURPS
Steve Jackson Games is committed to

full support of the GURPS system. Our ad-
dress is SJ Games, Box 18957, Austin, TX
78760. Please include a self-addressed,
stamped envelope (SASE) any time you
write us! Resources now available include:

Roleplayer. This bimonthly magazine
includes new rules, variants, new races,
beasts, information on upcoming releases,
scenario ideas and more. Ask your game re-
tailer, or write for subscription information.

New supplements and adventures. We're
always working on new material, and we'll
be happy to let you know what's available.
A current catalog is available for an SASE.

Errata. Everyone makes mistakes, in-
cluding us – but we do our best to fix our
errors. Up-to-date errata sheets for all
GURPS releases, including this book, are
always available from SJ Games; be sure to
include an SASE with your request.

Q&A. We do our best to answer any
game question accompanied by an SASE.

Gamer input. We value your comments.
We will consider them, not only for new
products, but also when we update this book
on later printings!

BBS. For those of you who have com-
puters, SJ Games operates a BBS with dis-
cussion areas for several games, including
GURPS. Much of the playtest feedback for
new products comes from the BBS. It's up
24 hours a day at 512-447-4449, at 300,
1200 or 2400 baud. Give us a call!

1	 1	 I

Page References
Rules and statistics in this book are spe-

cifically for the GURPS Basic Set, Third
Edition. Any page reference that begins
with a B refers to a page in the Basic Set –
e.g., p. B 102 means p. 102 of the Bask Set,
Third Edition. Page references beginning
with CY refer to GURPS Cyberpunk.

Net Maps and Icons
All of the adventures in this book include network maps, with the

location and statistics of systems described in the adventure. The nodes in
these maps have been given high numbers to facilitate their insertion into
existing networks. If the GM does not have a standard network in his
campaign, the maps can be used as they are.

For the GM's convenience, we have included the descriptions of sys-
tem types and network icons from pp. CY82-87 of GURPS Cyberpunk.
This material can be found on pp. 125-128 of this book.
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THE
MEDUSA
SANCTION

By David L Pulver
Illustrated by Dan Smith

This is an adventure for three to five 250-
point characters. No character types are required,
but a netrunner is useful.

The Medusa Sanction



Charli
One adventurer (preferably known as a freelance covert operative)

returns home to find a message on his answering machine (even cellular
phone implants have answering machines, unless the PC likes being awak-
ened at midnight!). Read or paraphrase the following:

The machine said the call came from St. Catherine's Hospital, Toronto,
Canada. The recorded voice was a young woman's, unsteady, with a trace
of an Italian accent.

"It's Charli, Charli Minelli. I need your help."
You remember a decker's bar a few years back, a proud teenager with

new Chulan eyes and a devil's grin who'd partied all night. She worked as
a delivery girl for the local cowboys, and had just smuggled two Chinese
military icebreakers out of Tsintow. Charli Minelli, celebrating her first big
run. But now the laughing voice was dazed with pain and drugs, and the
confidence was leaking like a sieve.

"It was a simple run, Berlin to Toronto, but it went sour. I lost the
packet – not to mention both legs, my arm, and . . ."

Her voice breaks, then continues, stronger
"Sorry. I'm a jigsaw, okay? The gang that cut me could have been paid

to intercept me, or maybe it was bad luck. When I woke up in hospital, the
package was gone. I want you to help me get it back: 50 grand, half my fee.
Ten thousand in advance. Put together a team, split the cash."

A pause, and deep breathing.
"I'm going into surgery again. Time's important; if you can take the

job, call my agent."– she relays the number –"He'll send plane tickets. I'll
be out eight hours. I'd like to wake up and find you here. Ciao, baby."

The GM can adjust this message to fit the PCs' background. With
cooperation from a player, the GM can fit
Charli Minelli more tightly into his his-
tory. They may have just met once, but
their brief encounter at a party could also
have turned into a friendship or love affair
before they separated.

Assuming they take Minelli's offer,
the PCs can have round-trip tickets to To-
ronto International Airport, first class, de-
livered in an hour. If they are cautious
they can call St. Catherine's Hospital,
which confirms a Charlotte Minelli was
admitted to Emergency yesterday, and is
now in surgery.

Toronto
Toronto is a thriving Canadian me-

tropolis, brain of the Toronto-Windsor
Metropolitan Area, a dense urban sprawl
stretching west along Lake Ontario until
it mates with the seething civic cancer of
Detroit. The PCs' arrival is greeted with

About the Author
David Pulver is the author of GURPS

Ultra Tech, GURPS Psionics and ICE's
Aliens and Artifacts sourcebook, and the co-
author of GURPS Space Atlas 4. He has
contributed to GURPS Space Adventures,
GURPS Fantasy Adventures, GURPS Su-
pers Adventures and TSR's Marvel Uni-
verse '92 Update. He has also written
articles for Challenge, White Wolf and
Roleplayer magazines. When not writing,
he likes to read SF novels. He's been think-
ing of getting some mirrored contacts, but
lacks the cash.

Charli Minelli
Age 20, 5' 6", 110 lbs., black hair and

eyes.
ST 9, DX 11, IQ 13, HT 12.
Speed 5.25, Move 5.
Dodge 5, Parry 8 (Karate).
No armor or encumbrance.
Advantages: Appearance (Attractive);

Charisma +3; Eidetic Memory (Level 1);
Empathy; Language Talent +2; Flesh Pock-
ets (2 oz. in head, 1 lb. in leg).

Disadvantages: Code of Honor (Stays
Bought); Overconfidence.

Quirks: Collects foreign postcards;
Hates to stay in one place; Loves disguises.

Skills: Acting-17; Area Knowledge
(Major Ports and Airports)-20; Beam Weap-
ons (Laser)-14; Detect Lies-11; Disguise-
14; Diplomacy-13; Fast-Draw (Laser)-10;
Fast-Talk-17; French-14; First Aid-13;
Forgery-15; Holdout-18; Karate-12; Italian-
10; Japanese-12; Judo-12; Mandarin-15;
Merchant-13; Motorcycle-11; Powerboat-
11; Shadowing-14; Spanish-14; Stealth-12;
Streetwise-12; Survival (Urban)-13; Swim-
ming-11.

Charlotte Minelli's parents hoped to
send her to an exclusive drama school, but a
recession cost them their jobs first. Her nat-
ural acting talent found another niche, and
Charli became an undercover courier for
small, valuable and usually illegal pack-
ages. She's practiced her trade since she was
12, smuggling everything from diamonds to
icebreakers. She has a thousand ways to
smuggle a parcel into or out of a country.
Besides knowing every major sea and air-
port in the developed world, Charli has a
talent for manipulating people. She senses
the kind of person they'd like to deal with,
then uses her acting skills to become that
person. Charli would rather charm someone
than fight; most of the time it works.

Charli's injuries give her the Blindness,
One Arm and Legless disadvantages. She
hates being trapped in hospital, and if she
wasn't trying so hard to get the PCs to like
her, she'd be shrieking in frustrated rage. If
Charli survives long enough, her missing
eyes and limbs will be replaced by bionics
(with light amps in her eyes).
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By Jak Koke
Illustrated by Darrell Midgette

Jericho Blackout is a fast-paced, action-oriented ad-
venture with an emphasis more upon street-level
violence than netrunning. It is a high-powered adventure,
designed for two to six 200- to 250-point characters.
Lower point levels are acceptable, but the adventurers'
opponents should be toned down to compensate.
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About the Author
Jak Koke is a freelance writer who lives

and works with his wife, Seana, in Spring-
field, Oregon. After receiving his
Bachelor's degree in both English and Biol-
ogy from the University of Oregon, Jak
went to work part-time in a genetics lab.

When not at work, Jak writes short sto-
ries and novels, mostly in the cyberpunk
vein. He has sold several stories to science-
fiction magazines: "Deadwise" will appear
in the August, 1992, issue of Amazing Sto-
ries, and "Lead-Lined Christmas," written
in collaboration with Jonathan Bond, will
be printed in the December issue of Science
Fiction Revue. At least five other stories
have been scheduled to appear in periodi-
cals, including Pulphouse and The Review

Chizmatron
Chizmatron works as a "middle-man"

company. When a corporation or organiza-
tion has personnel needs for a delicate oper-
ation, legal or not, they contact Chizmatron.
If something needs doing, Chizmatron can
get in touch with someone who can do it.

Chizmatron uses a double blind system.
Working through the net, Chizmatron con-
tacts a field operative, giving him or her the
personnel requirements and whatever spe-
cifics are required, and only that informa-
tion. The operative finds candidates (often
without their knowledge) who fit those
needs –five times as many as are needed for
the job – and sends a list back to Chizmat-
ron. The company then runs extensive back-
ground and experience checks on the
prospects. The operative is given a list of
those agents who are acceptable, still many
more than are needed. The operative does
not tell Chizmatron who is finally hired; he
makes that decision himself. If someone
were to hack into Chizmatron's very secure
system, all he could find is a long list of
possible candidates. If someone interro-
gates the operative, he could only follow the
trail back to Chizmatron, not the client.

Once they accept the job, the recruits get
a decryption code from the operative, and
receive their specific orders later – either
through e-mail from an anonymous account
on a public net, or delivered via courier in
the form of a scrambled electronic briefing
(the courier is also hired anonymously).
Any other untraceable method of delivering
the briefing will work, but Chizmatron must
maintain plausible deniability. Once the
briefing has been unscrambled and read, a
self-contained virus destroys the coded
message.

Chizmatron accepts no responsibility for
damages; no refunds will be issued if the
recruits fail to complete their contract. If
legal action is pursued against Chizmatron,
they will deny everything, usually letting
their operative take the fall, rather than al-
lowing the company to be brought down.

The PCs should have a wide variety of skills including Streetwise,
Fast-Talk, and Diplomacy. Cyberdeck Operation and Computer Hacking
will come in handy, especially late in the adventure, and thief and spy skills
will be very useful. Demolition, Tactics and Strategy are good selections,
as are any combat and weapon skills.

Involving the Characters
There are several ways to involve the PCs in the scenario. Only one has

been detailed here, but any number of options will work. The basic plot
requires that the adventurers be shuttled to Jericho City – an isolated com-
munity in the badlands of central Montana where economic disparity be-
tween the classes has resulted in outbreaks of violence, bordering on war.
The upper-class faction – the ConFed – has hired a group of expert merce-
naries to locate and destroy certain key sites in the Scrambletown district,
hoping to damage the middle-class and poor districts enough to make them
fall into ruin. The PCs are hired by a leader of the Scrambletown resistance,
"Pop" Mahoney, who has uncovered this plan.

The most obvious method to get the PCs involved is for Pop to contact
them directly. However, Mahoney knows he is being watched carefully by
the ConFed; anyone he contacted for help would be targeted immediately.
Instead, Pop would work through an intermediary, like Chizmatron (see
sidebar). While the ConFed would know that Mahoney hired someone
through Chizmatron, they have no way of finding out who.

Alternately, the agents could know or be related to someone in
Scrambletown – a sibling or parent – who contacts them in the hopes of
recruiting some help. Finally, the PCs could just get caught up in the
situation. Perhaps Jericho City was just a shuttle stop on the way to some-
where else. When the shuttleport starts to explode (see p. 57), the PCs are
stuck in the middle of things; the adventurers just happen to be in the
wrong place at the wrong time.

An Offer They Can't Refuse

This is detail for the first method of involving the characters. If this is
not the introduction the GM prefers, skip to Shuttle to Scrambletown. Note
that certain passages in the adventure assume the Chizmatron connection;
the GM will have to alter some things if this is not the case.

The party is contacted by the secretive go-between organization, Chiz-
matron (see sidebar). The original contact can be anything from a back-
alley meeting to a mysterious vid-call (a human shape in the shadows with
an electronically-disguised voice). Anything that will whet the appetites of
curious PCs will work.

Once contacted, the recruits are instructed to meet with a Chizmatron
representative for briefing and to complete the contracts. The meeting's
location is up to the GM. However, Chizmatron will insist on an isolated
place, without crowds.

The Chizmatron contingent consists of five people – four of them
heavily-armed bodyguards wearing mirrored contacts and medium
monocrys. They carry Gauss needlers or laser rifles (skill 15). The fifth
member of the group is a rail-thin blonde of about 30.
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JIGSAW
INCOMPLETE

Illustrated by Gary Washington

Jigsaw Incomplete is an adventure
for three or more beginning characters
(built on between 100 and 150 points). It
can also be used with just one player of at
least 200 points.

Throughout this adventure, sections
which are completely italicized are in-
tended to be read aloud to the players.

Jigsaw Incomplete 	 — 88 --



Synopsis
The main idea behind Jigsaw Incomplete is that one of the adventurers

has participated in an adventure "off-screen" prior to the events described
herein. During this escapade the character, along with an NPC named Vic
Redmond, stole important data belonging to Onishima Corp, a small elec-
tronics zaibatsu. Onishima had entered into a licensing agreement with
Damian Blake, a famous designer of dreamgames (see p. CY66). Under the
terms of the agreement, Onishima was to braintape Blake, and use the data
to create a skill chip, tentatively titled Imagination!

However, Cyberrad Games, Blake's publisher, heard about the agree-
ment. Although he was a free agent and, technically, he was not in breach
of contract, top CG management concluded that he was "violating the trust
and goodwill" between the designer and the company. It was decided that
a major operation to interfere with the release of the skip was too risky. But
a small-scale job looking as though a competing manufacturer were steal-
ing the data to make black-market copies was viable and cost-effective.
They hired a fixer named Nina Jerrold to find them a small-time op team
capable of stealing the data. That op team consisted of the PC and Vic
Redmond (see sidebar, p. 91).

Under Jerrold's direction, the physically-oriented of the two (see side-
bar) infiltrated the lab where Blake's braintape was stored. A braintape
contains 100 gigabytes of data; however, only about 2% of this (on aver-
age) is needed to create a functional skill chip. The Onishima scientists
distilled this information from the braintape and burned it into a ROM
deck. Ideally, the easiest way to steal the data would have been to steal the
ROM.

However, security at the Onishima compound was tight; everyone
leaving the area was carefully searched. Smuggling the ROM offsite was
impossible. But it was possible to switch the deck with a dummy to slot it
to a cyberdeck with a Net hook-up long enough for the netrunner to punch
through Onishima's ICE and download the data.

No operation of this sort runs smoothly, and this one went awry in a big
way. At 20 minutes per gig, the download took a nerve-wracking 40 min-
utes – ample time for the PC to get caught. If he was the inside man, he got
nabbed on-site when the ROM cartridge was discovered missing. If he was
the netrunner, Redmond left the Onishima complex immediately after
switching the ROM decks. He picked up the data (on optical disks) from
the console cowboy for delivery to Nina Jerrold. Shortly thereafter, the PC
was nabbed by toughs from Onishima, following a Trace used by one of the
zaibatsu's nethacking hired guns.

Either way, the results were the same. Onishima interrogated the pris-
oner, producing Jerrold and Redmond's names. They also extracted the
account number and password containing the payment for the job. That
money became a positive entry in Onishima's ledgers. They used the cash
to offset the expense of what they did next.

Imagination! was expected to be an all-time best-seller. Bootleg copies
would cost Onishima millions. It was essential that they recover that lost
data. But Redmond, double-crossing his partners, had hidden the data and
dropped out of sight. The zaibatsu decided to use their captive as bait. They
fitted him with a hidden chip socket and installed a Lethe chip (see sidebar,

About the Author
Tim Keating is a freelance author

who lives in Galway, New York. This is
his first writing project for Steve Jack-
son Games, though he is a regular par-
ticipant on the Illuminati BBS, helps
with the SJ Games booth at GenCon
and often playtests new products.

His other writing credits include his
regular contributions to All of the
Above, the GURPS APA, and Murder
in Stronghold, an adventure for the
Hero System. Strangely enough, he has
no cats.

Coopting a Player Character
One of the characters in this adven-

ture has a problem. He was involved in
an illicit netrun before this adventure
started, caught, and technologically
"brainwashed" (see p. 90). Now he has
new enemies and a new chip in his
head. The GM must decide which char-
acter to choose for this.

The player should be a good, mature
roleplayer. He should be told only that
something has happened to his charac-
ter offscreen, and that some of the
things in the adventure will be as much
a surprise to his character as they are to
the player. He can be assured that his
character has the same chance of sur-
vival as anyone else. That's all the
player has to be told.

Two kinds of character are suited to
being the target. The first is a physical
operative with infiltration skills. Nec-
essary skills include Acting, Disguise,
Electronics (Security Systems) and
Stealth.

The other type is a netrunner.
Cyberdeck Operation is necessary, ob-
viously, but current ownership of a
deck is not required – Onishima would
have confiscated it after they captured
him. Note that this provides a great op-
portunity to reward the character with a
good deck – he can just "get it back" if
he decides to negotiate with Onishima
at the end of the adventure (see p. 117).
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